Abstract
Introduction

26
Over the last few years, we have come to understand that phylogenetic conflict is common and presents 27 several analytical challenges. Researchers have amassed large genomic and transcriptomic datasets 28 meant to resolve fundamental phylogenetic relationships in plants (Wickett et al. 2014) , animals (Jarvis Figure 1: Procedure described in the methods section. Gene trees are constructed for genes and weighted Robinson-Foulds distances are calculated between gene trees. A graph is constructed with genes as nodes and edge weights from the weighted distances. The strongest edges are then tested for combinability and combined if possible. The final nodes in the graph are the final clusters (i.e., clusters that cannot be justifiably combined).
Non-nested likelihood-based analyses that have different numbers of parameters cannot be compared 146 directly. Instead, in the likelihood framework, information criteria are commonly used to accommodate y would be x × y. The parameterization of branch lengths has several options: shared (2n − 3), exactly 162 proportional ('scaled'; (2n − 3) + (x − 1)), and independent ((2n − 3) × x). Here, we considered the 163 molecular models to be independent between gene regions and tested both scaled and independent 164 branch lengths.
165
With these considerations, the tree comparison calculation proceeded as follows: for each gene, calculate is somewhat similar to the GARD method for detection of recombination breakpoints (Kosakovsky 175 Pond et al. 2006a Pond et al. , 2006b . Here, the 'breakpoints' are the ends of the gene partitions, and we allow 176 full maximum likelihood inference of the topologies of each partition, as well as selection of different 177 branch length models and information criteria. Furthermore, instead of a genetic algorithm, we use 178 tree distances to select which pairs to test. These methods are implemented in an open source python 179 package, phyckle, available at https://github.com/FePhyFoFum/phyckle.
180
Simulations
181
We verified the performance of our combinatorial method using a variety of simulations across tree 182 depths, branch length heterogeneity, topological variation, and model variation. Each simulation is 183 described below. In general, we attempted to simplify the simulations in order to isolate the specific 184 element being tested in order to better describe the expected behavior. While alignments were simulated 185 under differing models, all clustering tests were conducted using GTR+G as this is typical of empirical 186 analyses. For all simulations below, trees were simulated using pxbdsim from the phyx package (Brown, Comparing information criteria and branch length models-In order to determine the efficacy of different 189 information criteria as well as different branch length models, we conducted several simulation analyses.
190
For each simulation, we generated a tree from a pure birth model with 25 tips and then three gene with a sliding window of 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1, so U (x − w, x + w). We examined scaled and independent 197 branch length models with both BIC and AICc.
198
Examining the impact of branch differences-The above tests examined variation between simulated 199 genes involving branch length heterogeneity and model complexity, but all had the same underlying 200 topology. We also examined the impact of having different underlying topologies between gene regions.
201
To do this, we simulated a pure birth tree of 25 tips and a tree depth of 0.5 and simulated two gene 25 taxon pure birth trees were generated and three gene regions of 1000 bases each were simulated.
225
Then from one to three tips were randomly removed from one gene. We also conducted simulations 226 where from one to three tips were randomly removed from each of the three genes. Random taxa were 227 removed from each gene and so some genes would have the same taxa removed and others would not.
228
All genes trees also had branch lengths perturbed with branch length heterogeneity of 0.01 as described 229 above.
230
Examining the potential for snowballing-Based on initial observations, we hypothesized that the use 231 of particular combinations of model and information criteria may lead to genes being erroneously 232 combined because of the size of the cluster they were compared to, i.e. that clusters would snowball 233 in size. We assessed this possibility by simulating 1000 base-pair alignments under a JC model of 234 evolution on a 25-taxon pure birth tree with a tree depth of 0.5, and comparing these alignments to 235 another alignment simulated on a tree three NNI-moves away. In each iteration, we increased the 236 number of alignments simulated on the same tree. Thus iteration one compared one gene on one tree 237 and another on a tree three NNI moves away, while iteration two compared two genes simulated on 238 one tree with another on a tree three NNI moves away, and so on. Each comparison was repeated 100 239 times for linked (proportionally scaled) and unlinked (independent) branch lengths and analyzed with 240 both AICc and BIC.
241
Empirical Demonstration
242
For demonstration purposes, we did not conduct exhaustive testing of combinability of the entire at each site and therefore little to no remaining phylogenetic information (e.g., systematic error or 248 extremely rapid rates of evolution). Second, we tested the set of genes that did not only support the 249 relationship in the ML tree but also displayed the relationship in the ML gene tree with SH-aLRT 250 support higher than 80 and with no outlying branch lengths or outgroup taxa falling in the ingroup. 
257
We compared the results of our analyses to the PartitionFinder 'greedy' algorithm implemented in 258 IQ-TREE using the option -m MERGE, specifying the GTR+G model and assessing partitions with the 259 edge-linked proportional model with -spp. We compared the individual gene trees of each merged 260 partition in IQ-TREE with -spp and -m GTR+G and for comparison assessed the optimal partitioning
We explored both numbers of gene trees and differences in log-likelihoods for several key relationships.
287
In some cases both number of gene trees and differences in log-likelihood support the same resolution, 288 as was the case for the monophyly of Gymnosperms. However, other relationships are more equivocal or 289 contradictory. For example, Gnetales and conifers as sisters ("Gnetifers") is supported by more genes, 290 but Gnetales and Pines as sisters ("Gnepine") is supported by differences in log-likelihood (Table 1) . Figure 2: Phylogeny of land plants with pie charts at nodes illustrating conflict, concordance, and informativeness of the gene tree set without any filtering. Inset boxes show summed differences in log likelihoods (top row) and the number of gene trees (bottom row) that support the relationship shown in the tree and the dominant conflicting relationships. Right pie charts in the inset box show results when only differences greater than 2 log likelihoods are considered. See also Given the variation in support and conflict through time (Fig. 3) , many genes that contain signal for a 295 particular relationship may disagree with the resolution at other nodes. To examine these patterns of 296 nested conflict, we examined the genes that support the resolution of the eudicot relationships (Fig. 4) .
297
In a set of 127 genes which supported the eudicot relationships recovered in the original ML analysis,
298
98 survived filtering for outgroup placement, branch length, and support with a statistically significant 299 difference in lnL (> 2; Edwards 1984) . 63 of these genes supported the monophyly of gymnosperms,
300
and among those 63 only 25 supported a sister relationship between pines and Gnetum.
301
Figure 4: Nested patterns of support with genes associated with the resolution of eudicots. From left to right are shown the genes that support eudicots as sister to magnoliids (far left), those genes filtered as not having any outgroup errors or long branch lengths, those genes that support the resolution by at least 2lnL, those genes that support monophyletic gymnosperms, and finally those genes that support the Gnepine relationship.
Simulations of combinability
302
The procedure described here consists of two components: the information criterion for testing model 303 complexity and the hill-climbing greedy clustering algorithm. First we conducted analyses to compare 304 the performance of the difference information criteria measures (Fig. 5) . In our tests, BIC with scaled 305 branch lengths performed the best overall while AICc with scaled branch lengths performed well when 306 branch length heterogeneity was low but poorly when branch length heterogeneity was medium to high.
307
AICc with independent branch lengths tended to overfit when tree depths were higher but was more 308 consistent across a range of branch length heterogeneity than any other information criterion. BIC with 309 independent branch lengths (not shown) failed to recover any clusters and therefore was not considered 310 further. High branch length heterogeneity generally resulted in overfitting. Because of the propensity 311 of AICc with independent branch lengths to erroneously split clusters with both increasing tree depth 312 and low levels of branch length heterogeneity, we did not consider it further.
313
Phylogenomic datasets often have only partially overlapping taxa sets for each gene, therefore we tested 314 the influence of this in two ways (Fig. 5B) . First, we randomly removed from one to three taxa for a 315 single gene. These results demonstrate that the procedure will tend to overfit as the number of missing 316 taxa increases. AICc with scaled branch lengths was highly sensitive to missing taxa, with between 317 33% and 87% overfitting for missing taxa in one gene and only one replicate correctly recovering one 318 cluster for the highest amount of missing taxa in all genes. BIC with scaled branch lengths was less 319 sensitive to missing taxa, with between 4% and 12% overfitting for missing taxa in one gene, and up to 320 52% overfitting for missing taxa in all genes.
321
The results above all had the same underlying species tree topology for each gene simulated. In order 322 to determine not only whether the procedure overfitted models, we also examined the ability for the 323 Figure 5 : Simulations of clustering behaviour for the information criteria-based clustering under different models and data perturbation. 'sc' indicates that branch lengths are scaled (proportional) between gene regions, while 'in' indicates independent branch lengths. A performance of varied tree depths for three gene regions simulated on the same topology. Ideally all would recover one cluster. B performance for decreasing taxon overlap, with three gene regions simulated on the same topology but with one gene missing 1-3 taxa or with all genes missing 1-3 taxa. Ideally all would recover one cluster. C ability to detect topological differences amongst three gene regions, with two simulated on one topology and one simulated on a topology 1-5 NNI moves away. Ideally all would recover two clusters. D performance of varied branch length heterogeneity for three gene regions simulated on the same topology using the same model. Ideally all would recover one cluster. E performance for three gene regions simulated under different models and increasing branch length heterogeneity on the same topology. Ideally all would recover one cluster.
procedure to correctly break up gene regions when underlying topologies differed (Fig. 5C ). As the 324 simulations were conducted with two topologies differing from one to five NNIs, we expected the 325 procedure to identify two clusters. We found that AICc with scaled branch lengths was much more 326 sensitive to topological differences, with a highest error of 9% of replicates, and perfect recovery at five 327 NNIs. BIC with scaled branch lengths tended to underfit, with error rates up to 60%, and producing 328 two clusters in 5% of replicates even at five NNIs.
329
While isolating the behavior of the information criteria in relation to tree depth and branch length 330 heterogeneity is helpful, it is likely that most datasets will have variation in substitution models between 331 genes as well (Fig. 5E) . We found that the BIC with scaled branch lengths was mostly robust to model 332 variation except in the presence of large branch length heterogeneity (i.e., 10% of total tree height).
333
AICc with scaled branch lengths was prone to overfitting based on model discrepancies, particularly analysis and the one above reflect that there were six genes simulated in this case with two for each 338 model versus three gene regions as above.
339
Initial observations from some empirical data suggested the potential for clusters to snowball in size.
340
We therefore simulated increasing numbers of genes on the same topology and tested clustering them replicates for AICc and BIC (not shown).
345
Empirical combinability of genes
346
We greedily tested the combinability of genes sets based on Robinson-Foulds distances to examine 347 whether genes can be justifiably concatenated despite heterogeneity in information content throughout 348 the phylogeny. We refer to our method as the COMBination of datasets (COMB) method. Because 349 our approach bears conceptual similarity to algorithms used to estimate the optimal partitioning 350 schemes (e.g. PartitionFinder, Lanfear et al. 2012 Lanfear et al. , 2016 , we compared combinable subsets to those we examined the combinability of those genes that support the eudicot lineages to be sister to the 354 magnoliid lineages (Fig. 2) . We conducted analyses of two sets of genes: those that support the genes; 'MLSet'). These two sets were chosen because the first set was already examined as part of this 358 study and the second is a typical cutoff used in standard systematics analyses (Guindon et al. 2010 ).
359
No method or gene set supported the concatenation of all genes that supported the focal eudicot 360 relationship (see Table 2 ). The COMB method on the 'CombinedSet' supported concatenation of only 361 two sets: one of three genes and one of two. The MERGE method supported merging partitions of 362 46 genes out of 98 (see Table 2 for more details several processes may be at play throughout the phylogeny and it may not be possible to filter based 533 on a single underlying process.
534
While a single species tree may be necessary for some downstream analyses, these obfuscate the biological 535 realities that underlie these data. By uncovering the support and lack thereof, we can determine the 536 limits of our data, identify troublesome phylogenetic relationships that require more attention, and put 537 to rest debates over specific relationships (at least in regard to specific datasets). The approach we 538 adopt here is akin to the 'hypothesis-control' method of Chen, Liang, and Zhang (2015) , but instead 539 of relying on the results of typical inference on the filtered subsets, we profile the signal for different 540 resolutions and processes within them. Overall, we suggest that species trees, because of the cacophany 541 of signal and conflict, are not the best units of analysis for resolving specific relationships. Instead,
542
analyses which focus on the support for a particular relationship in isolation, without requiring the 543 data to speak to the full set of relationships in a species tree, should be pursued. 
